My War Memories,
therefore the German army. This and mwb eke was well known to our enemies, who joyfully drew their own conclusions.
In August, 1914, the whole Pass, from inward conviction, had declared its support of our war of dcfemv, and uttered line determined words about the necessity of carrying it through to a successful issue.   Unfortunately later on there was a change of tone in part of the Press,   It failed to lvalue that such a war of defence could not be ended by a peare of understanding, but only by victory, if we were not to be defeated and forced to accept intolerable conditions.   As with the <io\vrnmonl and the nation, so with this section of the Pros*, the thoughts of an understanding with the enemy grow stronger than the thoughts of victory, with all its heavy demands on a people suffering privations.   Many of tho most widely circulated papers proclaimed themselves heralds of this new doctrine of world-reconciliation.   They violently attacked those who wen; unwilling to believe in the enemy's readiness for ptuice, or at any rate insisted on maintaining our own fighting powers unimpaired, until the enemy had given some patent proof of it.   They therefore attacked all who wished to keep the sword as sharp, and the arm that wielded it as strong, as was possible,
In this connection another idea was put forward, that the war could never be ended by a military decision -that is to say, by force of arms. No doubt the co-operation of the Government was required to exploit the effect of military successes. But the last word rested with the masses. There was no doubt about that, Were people really so ignorant of the enemy's lust for our destruction ? Did they not understand the psychology and the speeches of a Lloyd George or a Clemenceau ? Why fight another battle if it did not contribute towards securing victory or escaping defeat ? Had they no idea of the state of mind of the man who has to leave his home, wife and children and good employment, and face hardship and danger, if it is all to no purpose and he is merely risking his own and his family's future? Was it impossible to understand the emotions of the maa who, carrying his life in his hands, alone on a dark night,

